
 

 

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Smart Roofs Solar announces its agreement with Net Zero Analysis  

and the Entrex Carbon Market. 

 

Newtown, CT. May 22, 2019 -- Smart Roofs Solar announced today the execution of a letter of intent with Net 

Zero Analysis and the Entrex Carbon Market. 

 

The Entrex Carbon Market is a joint venture between Universal Solar Technology (UNSS) and the Entrex Capital 

Market (a Joint Venture with LBCC), which launched to establish an efficient, blockchain enabled, trading market 

for smaller producers and larger buyers to securely and safely trade carbon credits and carbon offsets in an efficient 

manner. 

 

“Our ability to partner with Smart Roofs Solar and the Entrex Carbon Market to provide carbon offset financing to 

meet the additionality requirements in generating carbon offsets is a game changing step in renewable energy 

deployment into the commercial and industrial building sector,” said George Sullivan, CEO of Net Zero Analysis, 

“We are looking forward to developing products that meet the needs of the Smart Roofs Solar clients throughout the 

Northeast United States market,” he continued. 

 

“We believe working together with Smart Roofs Solar will bring a leading nationwide design, install and 

management team to provide solar offsets for our carbon market institutional clients,” said Stephen H. Watkins CEO 

of the Entrex Carbon Market.  “Joe Chenoweth (CEO of Smart Roofs Solar) has built a great team and we look 

forward to serving their clients and supporting their present and future carbon offset projects,” continued Watkins. 

“Net Zero Analysis and Entrex together can offer a unique open, transparent marketplace with opportunity for 

smaller companies to access large economies of scale and liquidity, which should not incur costs beyond 

existing production, while eliminating expensive due diligence for carbon offset buyers,” added Mr. Sullivan. 

About Net Zero Analysis Carbon Credit Trading Corp.: 

 

Net Zero Analysis Carbon Credit Trading Corporation was founded to offer pricing transparency in the 

marketplace, additional carbon-reduction financing, and to increase carbon offset project viability by 

connecting to newly accessible market mechanisms created by the Paris Accord, as well as to connect carbon 

offset product purchasers with the most appropriate sources for certified UNFCCC-compliant products. NZA’s 

founders represent a wealth of experience in engineering, architecture, building science, energy efficiency, 

renewable energy, professional education, and real estate matters, as well as a solid grasp of market trends, 

UNFCCC methodologies, and changes in regulations.  www.netzeroanalysis.com   

 

About Entrex: 

 
Entrex was founded in 2001 as a “capital market system for entrepreneurial companies.”  The LBCC joint 

venture will utilize Entrex’s intellectual properties and blockchain enabled technologies; built and proven over 

17 years using IBM’s Domino and Hyperledger technology platforms.  The Entrex platform originates, 

structures, offers, places, trades, settles and services debt and equities of entrepreneurial companies through 

regulated entities that serve investors and issuers.   Working together with industry sector leaders and regulated 

market constituents allows investors to find, research, track, manage, and trade entrepreneurial securities while 

providing entrepreneurial companies access to capital.   www.EntrexCarbonMarket.com 

 

 

 

About Smart Roofs Solar Inc: 

Smart Roofs Solar  
Phone: (888) 841-3342 
                   (203) 491-2522 

224 S Main Street 
Newtown, CT 06470 
www.smartroofsct.com   



 

 

 

Smart Roofs Solar Inc was founded in 2013 as a Commercial and Industrial (C&I) Solar Developer offering 

turn key solutions to its clients. Since its inception, Smart Roofs has helped its clients generate over 30 million 

kilowatt hours of clean electricity.  Smart Roofs was named Connecticut’s highest rated and top performing 

C&I Solar Developer for 2018. Smart Roofs works hand in hand with the State of CT and the regulating bodies 

to offer its clients the best clean energy solutions. Smart Roofs is excited to bring new offerings to its clients 

including the ability to monetize the carbon credits that their clean energy systems generate. With this effort, 

Smart Roofs looks to set itself further apart from other Solar Developers in the State. 

 

 
For further information: 

 

Joe Chenoweth   Stephen H. Watkins   George Sullivan  
Smart Roofs Solar Inc.  Entrex Carbon Market   Net Zero Analysis 
(888) 841-3342   (561) 465-7580   (773) 230-4462 
joec@smartroofssolar.com info@EntrexCarbonMarket.com gds@netzeroanalysis.com 
       


